
Inheritance hierarchy for nominal constructions. Solid lines 
show inheritance; dotted lines show constituency. Every noun has 

an inflectional constituent; type constraints ensure the correct 
form (e.g. berry ~ berries; hospital ~ hospitals but hospitalize).
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CxG and ECGChallenges

Construction Grammar (CxG) views a language as an organized 
inventory of expressive conventions, known as constructions. 
Constructions pair (lexical and/or grammatical) forms with (semantic 
and/or pragmatic) functions, at different levels of abstractness. Form-
function conventions present at the discourse level all the way down 
to subword units count as constructions. Language learning is taken 
to be the process of recognizing constructions in context and 
generalizing them to new situations.

Here we adopt the Embodied Construction Grammar (ECG) 
formalism, which provides a precise notation and computational 
parsing tools for analyzing the forms of constructions and their 
meanings in terms of embodied semantics. We have extended ECG to 
support morphological constructions, the focus of this work.

How does morphology fit into construction 
grammar theories?

Here, we treat morphological units as constructions and present 
a formal analysis of several morphological phenomena in 
English. This entails:

• describing productivity (which units can combine) and 
compositionality (how they combine to give shape and 
meaning to an expression)

• handling nonconcatenative morphographemics

• representing paradigmatic structure
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Figure 8. Feature structure generated with the parse of mover (simplified slightly). The shaded slots,
numbered 18, indicate that the referent of the derived noun has correctly been identified through
unification as the protagonist of the Motion event. (The alias of this role, Motion.mover, has not been
matched against the input word; that they bear the same name is coincidental to the ECG analyzer.)
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general construction InflectedVerb
subcase of Verb
constructional : VerbFeatures

constituents
infl : VerbInflection

constraints
self.features ←→ infl.features
self.atWordLevel ←→ infl.atWordLevel

form : WordForm
meaning : Process

schema Institutionalization
subcase of CauseMotionPathAction
roles

authority : @animate
facility : @entity
patient : @animate
affliction

constraints
causer ←→ authority
affected ←→ patient
process2.spg.goal ←→ facility

general construction InflectedNoun
subcase of Noun
constructional : NominalFeatures

constituents
infl : NounInflection

constraints
self.features ←→ infl.features
self.atWordLevel ←→ infl.atWordLevel

form : WordForm
meaning : RD

constraints
self.m.number ←→ infl.m.number

general construction RegularInflectedNoun
subcase of InflectedNoun
constructional : NominalFeatures

constituents
infl : RegularNounInflection

form : WLFinalSibilantForm
constraints

self.f.finalSib ←− ””
self.f.finalSib ←→ infl.f.finalSib
self.f.stem before infl.f.suffix
self.f.stem meets infl.f.suffix

meaning : RD

general construction RegularInflectedVerb
subcase of InflectedVerb
constructional : VerbFeatures

constituents
infl : RegularVerbInflection

general construction RegularFinalEVerb
subcase of RegularInflectedVerb
constructional : VerbFeatures

constituents
infl : RegularSuffixEInflection

form : WLSuffixEForm
constraints

self.f.stem meets infl.f.silentE
infl.f.silentE meets infl.f.suffix

meaning : Process

construction SuffixATION

subcase of RegularInflectedNoun, CommonNoun

constructional : NominalFeatures

constituents
stem : CausativeSuffixIZE

// inherited from RegularInflectedNoun:
infl : RegularNounInflection

constraints
stem.atWordLevel ←− "no"

form : WLFinalSibilantForm

constraints
self.f.orth ←− "ation"

self.f.stem ←− ""

stem.f meets self.f.orth

self.f.orth meets self.f.stem

// inherited from RegularInflectedNoun:
self.f.stem meets infl.f.suffix

meaning : RD

constraints
self.m.referent ←→ stem.m

construction CausativeSuffixIZENoun
subcase of CausativeSuffixIZE
constructional : VerbFeatures

constituents
stem : Noun

constraints
stem.features.number ←− Sg

form : WLSuffixEForm
meaning : CauseEffectAction
// Noun elaborates some aspect of the effect
// Proposed constraint for semantic dependence:
// self.m.process2 « stem.m.referent

general construction RegularInflectedNoun
subcase of InflectedNoun
constructional : NominalFeatures

constituents
infl : RegularNounInflection

form : WLFinalSibilantForm
constraints

self.f.finalSib ←− ””
self.f.finalSib ←→ infl.f.finalSib
self.f.stem before infl.f.suffix
self.f.stem meets infl.f.suffix

meaning : RD

general construction CausativeSuffixIZE
subcase of RegularFinalEVerb, CausativeVerb
constructional : VerbFeatures

constituents
stem : WLMorph

constraints
stem.atWordLevel ←− "no"

form : WLSuffixEForm
constraints

self.f.stem ←− "iz"
stem.f meets self.f.stem

meaning : CauseEffectAction

general construction RegularFinalEVerb
subcase of RegularInflectedVerb
constructional : VerbFeatures

constituents
infl : RegularSuffixEInflection

form : WLSuffixEForm
constraints

self.f.stem meets infl.f.silentE
infl.f.silentE meets infl.f.suffix

meaning : Process

construction CausativeSuffixIZENoun
subcase of CausativeSuffixIZE
constructional : VerbFeatures

constituents
stem : Noun

constraints
stem.features.number ←− Sg

form : WLSuffixEForm
meaning : CauseEffectAction
// Noun elaborates some aspect of the effect
// Proposed constraint for semantic dependence:
// self.m.process2 « stem.m.referent

construction HOSPITALIZE
subcase of CausativeSuffixIZENoun
constructional : VerbFeatures

constituents
stem : Hospital

form : WLSuffixEForm
meaning : Institutionalization

constraints
self.m.facility ←→ stem.m.referent

schema Institutionalization
subcase of CauseMotionPathAction
roles

authority : @animate
facility : @entity
patient : @animate
affliction

constraints
causer ←→ authority
affected ←→ patient
process2.spg.goal ←→ facility

construction CausativeSuffixIZENoun
subcase of CausativeSuffixIZE
constructional : VerbFeatures

constituents
stem : Noun

constraints
stem.features.number ←− Sg

form : WLSuffixEForm
meaning : CauseEffectAction
// Noun elaborates some aspect of the effect
// Proposed constraint for semantic dependence:
// self.m.process2 « stem.m.referent

construction Present3SgInflection
subcase of RegularVerbInflection
constructional : VerbFeatures

constraints
self.features.verbform ←− Present
self.features ←− Sg3
self.atWordLevel ←− "yes"

form : SuffixForm
constraints

self.f.suffix ←− "s"
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lexicalized interpretation: "institutionalize in a 

hospital" (parsed with the HOSPITALIZE construction)
nonlexicalized interpretation: ~"cause be in some state 

related to a hospital" (productive composition of 
CausativeSuffixIZENoun and Hospital)

internal structure of hospitalizations
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Morphological compositionality

derivationalsuffixes.grm
gen cxn DerivationalMorpheme

cxn SuffixAgentiveER
cxn SuffixAgentiveEE
cxn SuffixATION

gen cxn CausativeSuffixIZE
cxn CausativeSuffixIZEAdj
cxn CausativeSuffixIZENoun
cxn HOSPITALIZE

cxn Present3SgIngAngUngInflection

cxn PastIngAngUngInflection

cxn PastParticipleIngAngUngInflection

cxn PresentParticipleIngAngUngInflection

gen cxn BEAbstract

cxn Be

cxn Am

cxn Is

cxn Are

cxn Was

cxn Were

cxn Been

cxn Being

nounmorphology.grm
cxn PluralSNoun

gen cxn InflectedNoun

gen cxn RegularInflectedNoun

gen cxn RegularSimpleInflectedNoun

gen cxn RegularFinalSibInflectedNoun

gen cxn RegularFinalYNoun

gen cxn NounInflection

cxn InternalNounInflection

gen cxn SingularNounInflection

gen cxn PluralNounInflection

gen cxn RegularNounInflection

gen cxn RegularSimpleNounInflection

cxn RegularNounSingular

cxn RegularSimpleNounPlural

gen cxn RegularFinalYNounInflection

cxn RegularFinalYNounPlural

gen cxn RegularFinalSibilantPlural

cxn FinalSPlural

cxn FinalZPlural

cxn FinalXPlural

cxn FinalSHPlural

cxn FinalCHPlural

inflectionalsuffixes.grm
gen cxn BareSuffix

gen cxn SSuffix

gen cxn EDSuffix

gen cxn NSuffix

gen cxn INGSuffix

morph.grm
cxn WROOT

gen cxn Morph

gen cxn WLMorph

gen cxn Affix

gen cxn Suffix

gen cxn WLAffix

gen cxn WLSuffix

verbmorphology.grm
gen cxn InflectedVerb

gen cxn RegularInflectedVerb

gen cxn RegularSimpleInflectedVerb

cxn Want

gen cxn RegularFinalEVerb

cxn Move

gen cxn PresentOnlyEVerb

cxn Slide

gen cxn VerbInflection

gen cxn RegularVerbInflection

gen cxn SuffixEInflection

gen cxn RegularSuffixEInflection

gen cxn BareInflection

cxn PresentNon3SgInflection

gen cxn NonWordLevelInflection

cxn BaseInflection

gen cxn WordLevelInflection

cxn Present3SgInflection

cxn PastInflection

cxn PresentParticipleInflection

cxn PastParticipleInflection

cxn InternalInflection

cxn PastInflectionBare

gen cxn PresentOnlyEInflection

cxn PastParticiplePresentOnlyEInflection

gen cxn IngAngUngVerbParadigm

gen cxn IngAngUngInflectedVerb

cxn Ring

gen cxn InkAnkUnkInflectedVerb

cxn Drink

gen cxn IngAngUngInflection

gen cxn BareIngAngUngInflection

cxn BaseIngAngUngInflection

cxn PresentNon3SgIngAngUngInflection

Constructions in the grammar

Phenomena of interest

• inflectional: nominal and verbal suffixes, plus 
instances of suppletion (inflections of be) and a usage-
based treatment of subregular verb paradigms

• derivational affixation: causative -ize, agentive -er, 
-ee, and -ation

The basic approach: Stem constructions compose within 
affix constructions, which in turn compose within syntactic 
constructions as words. Each construction specifies how the 
form and meaning of its constituents are incorporated into 
the form and meaning of the whole. Constructions need not 
be fully compositional in the traditional sense.

Inheritance hierarchy for verbs. Circled portions indicate the 
two subregular paradigms identified by Bybee & Slobin (1982). 
A paradigm is defined by phonological characteristics and 
inflectional patterns shared by a group of verbs.

ring ~ rang ~ rung
sing ~ sang ~ sung

drink ~ drank ~ drunk
swim ~ swam ~ swum
begin ~ began ~ begun

slide ~ slid
bite ~ bit
hide ~ hid

rang = r_ng_ ○ a · ∅
ringing = r_ng_ ○ i · ing

form schemas permit 
discontinuities

want ~ wanted
move ~ moved

hospitalize ~ hospitalized

Semantic Specification of mover. The output of the ECG 
analyzer for the string "mover" given our grammar, this shows 

form and meaning schemas arrived at via composition of the verb 
stem and suffix. Note that role bindings indicate correspondence 

(identity) among the mover and protagonist roles of the 
Motion schema and the referent of the derived noun.

Future 
work

• Descriptions of more constructions in English and 
other languages

• A formal constructional/cognitive account of 
morphophonology

• Algorithms for learning morphological constructions

Test Set    We verified our grammar by testing the following expressions in the ECG analyzer:

definitions is quite similar to the formalism for syntactic constructions. Unfortunately, the parsing routine

in the original parser rejects a couple of the statements necessary for morphological constructions,
19

so I

had to create two separate grammar implementations: a syntactic grammar and a morphological grammar.

Most grammar files are shared between the two, but the complex morphological constructions are defined

in the latter only, and “flattened” analyses of individual words produced from these constructions are

defined in the former only.
20

For example, if the input word is apples and the compositional analysis produced by the morphological

analyzer is an instance of the PluralSNoun construction (§4) whose constituent is an instance of Apple, then

the morphological analyzer will also output a flattened construction definition for use with the syntactic

grammar: a definition which has no constituents and whose sole form constraint is self.f ←− "apples", but

whose meaning, constructional features, and non-problematic supertypes are otherwise preserved. Thus,

the syntactic grammar will treat the morphologically complex word as if it were a simple word (which

is how inflectional variants were handled in the base2 grammar). Several such definitions are included

in the generatedwords.grm file in the base2m grammar. Needless to say, this intermediate representation

will be unnecessary once the integration of the two parsers is complete.

I used the ECG Workbench tool to edit both grammars and to verify syntactic analyses (the Workbench

includes the original version of the syntactic parser).
21

8.2 Test cases: morphological grammar

In verifying the correctness of the grammar, we first need to ensure that the morphological parser is

producing correct parses of individual words. Here are some of the words used in testing:

apple

apples

box

boxes

berry

berries

want base, pres:not3sg
wants

wanting

wanted past, papart
move base, pres:not3sg

moving

moved past, papart
slide base, pres:not3sg
slides

sliding

slid past, papart
ring base, pres:not3sg
ringing

rings

rang

rung

drink base, pres:not3sg
drinks

drinking

drank

drunk

legalize base, pres:not3sg
legalizes

legalizing

legalized past, papart
hospitalizes

wanter

mover

slider

legalizer

legalizers

legalization

legalizations

hospitalizations

is

were

Parses of these words were examined for the proper inflectional information and (in the case of deriva-

tional affixes) schema role bindings. Where the grammar licenses two inflectional forms for a particular

word, they are indicated next to the word in the list above. Note that the verb hospitalizes has two parses,

both in the present third person singular form: one which uses the generic CausativeSuffixeIZENoun con-

struction, and one which uses the lexicalized HOSPITALIZE construction which has a specific meaning of

institutionalization. Likewise, other inflections of the verb hospitalize have duplicates, as does the derived

noun hospitalizations.

19
The original version of the syntactic parser requires that any non-syntactic constructions have a nonempty assignment to orth as

a form constraint, and no constituents.

20
Because of a minor bug in the original syntactic parser, defining Morph (the common supertype of all word/morpheme construc-

tions) causes an error in parsing. Thus the syntactic grammar defines Morph_ instead.

21
I used version 0.5.3.20090211 of the ECG Workbench, created by Luca Gilardi. It can be downloaded for any platform at

http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/~lucag/
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The following ungrammatical cases were tested; they return no parses:

*appl

*applees

*appless

*appler

*appleer

*s

*bo

*boxe

*boxs

*boxeses

*berrys

*wanteing

*wantd

*mov

*movs

*moveing

*movesing

*moveed

*slideing

*slidesing

*slided

*slideed

*slad

*slade

*slud

*drinked

*dranked

*drunking

*legalizeing

*moveer

*moveser

*ize

*legaliz

*legalizationer

*legalizationing

*legalizeation

8.3 Test cases: syntactic grammar

To test word-level morphological constructions as constituents of syntactic constructions, the morpholog-

ical parser was run on several morphologically-complex words. The “flattened” forms of analyses given

by the morphological parser were added to the syntactic grammar. Then, several sentences were tested in

ECG Workbench (using the syntactic parser) to ensure that the morphological analyses work properly with

respect to subject-verb agreement and the new argument structure constructions for causatives (§7.2.1).

the apple slidpast
the apple slides

the apples slidpast
the apples slide

she slidpast the apple

a legal slider slid

she wants to slide

she wants him to slide

she hospitalizedpast him

she was hospitalizing him

she had hospitalizedpapart him

he was hospitalizedpapart
he was hospitalizedpapart by her

he was being hospitalizedpapart
he was being hospitalizedpapart by her

she wants to hospitalize him

she wants him to be hospitalizedpapart

*the apple slide

*the apple to slide

*the apples slides

*she hospitalizing him

*she hospitalize him

*she hospitalized he

*him wants to hospitalize him

*she wants he to be hospitalized

Analyses of the grammatical examples were inspected to ensure that the participants referenced by noun

phrases were properly bound to roles in the relevant schemas.

9 Discussion

As with any computational formalism, there is some tension between what is theoretically desirable and

what is practical to represent in an intuitive yet rigorous manner. Because ECG seeks to be both a theory

of linguistic representation and a practical computational formalism, these concerns are particularly acute

here. In applying the formalism to morphology, we see that in many respects, ECG is remarkably suc-

cessful at these tasks. For instance, a major advantage of the ECG formalism is the ability to specify many

interacting, prototype-based generalizations over morphological forms, including paradigms with vary-

ing degrees of productivity (see §5.4.2). Even in English, many of these paradigms are nonconcatenative

rather than affix-based. It is hoped that future work will demonstrate ECG’s suitability for representing

the grammars of other, morphologically-rich languages.

However, while there is a great deal of expressive power in the formalism with respect to orthographic

form, the task of engineering the grammar so as to license only correct forms becomes increasingly oner-

ous as more and more orthographic/phonological idiosyncracies and subregularities are addressed. (Take

a look at verbmorphology.pdf to see the exhaustive inventory of stem and inflection constructions needed

for just a few varieties of verbs!) It seems to me that here, the representational strategy in the formalism is

reasonable on theoretical grounds—but it might be possible to design simpler, more abstract representa-

tions which are readily interpretable and can be automatically mapped to these lower-level descriptions.
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These words fit straightforwardly into 
argument structure constructions, which 
enforce agreement.
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